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An earJy motivation for Synchronous TAG (S-TAG) (Shieber and Schabes, 1990) was machine translation 
(Abeille, Schabes and Joshi, 1990). Abeille et al note that traditionally difficult problems outlined by Dorr 
(1994}-for example, categorial, thematic, conflational, structural and lexical divergences-have been used to 
argue for the necessity of an explicit semantic representation. However, many of these divergences are not prob-
Iems for an S-TAG-based approach. Synchronous TAG translation models thus allow us to explore the question of 
the extent to which a semantic representation is actually necessary. 

S-TAG was redefined by Shieber ( 1994) for both theoretical and practical reasons, introducing the requirement 
that the derivation trees of target and source be isomorphic. Under this definition it has been noted (Shieber, 1994; 
Dras and Bleam, 2000) that there are mappings that cannot be described under S-TAG. This was the motivation for 
meta-level grammars (Dras, 1999), by which two TAG grammars can be paired while retaining their original prop-
erties, as under standard S-TAG, allowing for a description of mappings that include unbounded non-isomorphisms 
(Dras and Bleam, 2000). 

This work on exploring how S-TAG (with and without meta-level grammars) can be used for MT has only 
been applied to languages that are closely related-English, French,"Italian and Spanish. In this paper we aim 
to take a much more widely differing pair of languages, English anq 'Korean, to investigate the extent to which 
syntactic mappings are satisfactory. 

English and Korean have a wide range of differences: rigid SVO word order in English vs verb-final with 
free word order in Korean, the largely analytic structure ofEnglish vs the agglutinative structure ofKorean with 
its complex morphology, optional subject and object and the absence ofnumber and articles in Korean, and many 

. others. These all suggest that a meta-level grammar will be necessary as there are various many-to-one or n:iany-
to-many mappings between derivation ｾ･＠ nodes (i.e., there will be few cases where a single elementary tree 
corresponds to another single elementary tree, which has been the case with closely related languages). 

Although there is an implemented Korean/English MT system that includes a TAG Korean parser as a source 
language analysis component (Han et al., 2000), this system as a whole is based on Meaning Text Theory (Mel' cuk, 
1988), an enriched dependency fonnalism. Thus, it requires a conversion component that converts the TAG parser 
output to a dependency notation. As pointed out in Palmer et al. (2002), however, this conversion process resulted 
in a loss of crucial infonnation such as predicate-argument structure encoded in TAG elementary trees, which had 
negative consequences in the translation results. This then provides further motivation to explore the feasibility of 
applying a single TAG-based formalism to modeling and implementing a Korean/English MT system. 

As a first step towards exploring the extent to which an S-TAG style approach can successfully model these 
widely different languages, we have taken from a parallel English-Korean Treebank twenty examples of divergent 
constructions (see Appendix). Each halfhas roughly 50,000 word tokens and 5,000 sentences. While the anno-
tation guidelines for the Korean half was developed in Han, Han and Ko (2001) for this corpus, the Englisb half 
follows the guidelines already developed for Penn English Treebank (Bieset al., 1995), as closely as possible. 
The example pairs represent structures including copula, predicative/attributive adjective, passive, causative, inter-· 
rogative, relative clause, complex verb, and modal construction, among others. We find that using a TAG-based 
meta-level gramrnar to model Korean/English correspondences for machine translation is quite feasible. 

2. Analyses 

In this section we discuss two example pairs of sentences, taken from the parallel Treebank, that illustrates 
several divergences, and how an S-TAG with meta-level grammar can handle them. The trees we use for the 
subgrammars for the sentences are extracted automatically from the Treebank using Lextract (Xia, Palmer and 
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Joshi, 2000). 1 

2.1. Korean complex NP vs. English modal 

The sentence pair in (1) represents a modal construction. The key divergence is that the Korean uses a noun 
complement structure, while the English uses a modal adjective structure: 

(1) ｾ＠ ""t ｾ＠ｾ＠ 2 ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ,fl.5!.t "'I °11 ... 1 % ｾ＠ 0 1 ｾｴＤｊ＠ ｾ＠ 4- ｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-1 '''t. 
tank-Plu-Top that ability-Acc open-terrain-Loc fully show-Adnominal possibility be-Past-Decl 

Tanks are able to fully demonstrate their potential in open terrain. 

A closer but less natural translation of the Korean is The possibility that tanks fully demonstrate their potential 
in open terrain ｾｩｳｴｳ［＠ the noun representing possibi/ity is modified by an adnominal clause. The corresponding 
English translation contains be able to followed by an in:finitival clause. The derivation trees are as in Figure 1, 
and the Lextract elementary trees grouped according to the translation pairing in Figure 2. 

ｾ＠ ＢＧｴｾ＠ ｾ＠ (sNP..NNC@} 

tanks 
(sNP..NNS@) 

ｾ＠ -e- '-1 et (sS..NPs_VJ@) 

1 

-'? ( sNP ..NNX@) 

1 
':.!' .$! :t° (rn.NPs..NPs_W@.NP*) 

ｾ＠ ｾ＠ｾ＠ (sNP..NNC@) 

1 
.2 (rn..DAN@.NP*} 

* ｾ＠ 0 1 (rn.ADV@_VP*) 
1 

..,ij9.f"'l °11""1 (m..NNC@_VP*) 

able (sS..NPs..JJ@..Ss) 

are demonstrate 
(m_VBP@_VP*) (sS-*e_VB@.NPs) 

ｾ＠
potential fully 
(sNP..NN@) (m..RB@_VP*) 

1 1 
their in 

(m_PRP$@..NP* ) (:m..VP*-IN@..NPs) 

ｾ＠
to terrain 

(:m..TO@_VP*) (sNP..NN@) 

1 
open 

(m...JJ@.NP*) 

Figure 1: Derivation trees for (1) 

1. Note that the Lextract trees do not contain features, although the corresponding Korean XTAG (Han et al., 2000) trees do. 
We will make use of the features where necessary. 
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Figure 2: Lextract elementary trees for (1) 
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The trees are clearly far from isomorphic. The relationship between able and are is inverted between the 
corresponding Korean ｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-1 "'t (be) and 9 (possibility), although demonstrate is the child of able ( ｾ＠ .$J ｾ＠ and * respectively) in both. Most crucially, however, the infinitival to in English, attached to demonstrate, has no 
corresponding element in Korean; rather, to and demonstrate correspond to the single :,t .$J ｾｴ＠ in Korean. But, 
given TAG's approach to modificatioii, an unbounded number of modifiers (fully, the PP headed by in) can be 
inserted between demonstrate and to, giving an unbounded non-isomorphism. In other examples we have noted 
that this unbounded non-isomorphisrn is quite prevalent, occurring ｩｮｴｾｲ＠ alia with nouns and determiners. 

Other divergences attested in (1) are that tanks is an argument of able, but ｾＱ＠ ,.,t ｾ＠ t; (tanks) is an argument 
of :,t .$J ｾ＠ (demonstrate); and that the preposition in is represented by the su:ffix -"1, a type of correspondence that 
occurs frequently because ofthe analytic-agglutinative language mismatch. Using the algorithm ofDras (1999), 
however, it is possible to construct a rneta-level grammar to characterize appropriate paired substructures in the 
trees, as in Figure 3. Tue basic principle is that the divergent material is captured by the multi-level tree pairs (such 
as 19-A), in particular in cases with unbounded non-isomorphisms, where the recursive material (such as 19-D 
and 19-E) is facto red out. The other structures that are not a cause of the isomorphism violation. continue to to 
be paired by single-level tree pairs (either as in 19-B, or in cases not illustrated here where there is a single node 
corresponding to a lexicalized tree plus a substitution node). 2 

( 

asNP.*.j. 

asS.NPs..JJ [ableJ 

· ßm.VBP_VP" [areJ 

19--A: 

asS.*e.VB.NPs [demonstratel 
ｾﾷﾷ＠

a sNP.*.j. ßro- *VP*.* 
1 

ßm..TO_VP* (to] 

asS..NPs-VJ [ ｾ＠ e '-] ctl 
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asNP..NNX [ 4' l 
1 

ßm..NPs.NPs.W..NP* [ Ｚｴｾ＠ ｾｊ＠

ｾ＠
asNP.*.j. asNP.*.j. ßm-*VP".* 

19--B: < asNP..NNS[tanks] asNP..NNC [ ｾ＠ "'t ｾ＠ ｾ｝＠ > 

19--C: ( 
asNP.NN[potential] 

1 

ßIILPRP$..NP* [their] 

asNP .NNC [ ｾ＠ '=1 ｾ＠ l 
l 

ßmJ)AN..NP* [ .::! ) 
) 

19--D: ( 
ßm_RB_VP*[fully] 

1 
(ßm •• *VP*.*) • 

ß_VP* _IN..NPs [in] 

ｾ＠

19--E: 

(ßm...*VP*.*). asNP.NN[ t errain] 

. 1 
ßm..JJ ..NP* [ open] 

ßm.ADV.VP* [ % -1:' 0
1 ] 

1 

(ßm .• *VP*.*) „ ) 

ßm..NNC_VP* [ ..,TIS!f'""I °11"'1] 
1 

(ßrn_.*VP*.*) • 

Figure 3: Meta-level grammar for (1) 

The groupings that arise from the algorithm are fairly intuitive. 19-A represents the concept the ability of X 
to demonstrate Y (X here being tanks and Y potential), with two consequent argument slots, and one slot where 
a modifier can be adjoined marked ßmJ*VP*.*. 3 19-B and 19- D are straightforward; 19-C aggregates the 
nodes because in general Korean does not use determiners, so an English noun and determiner correspond to a 

2. If a pairing of isomorphic trees was expressed by a rneta-level TAG, all trees would be single-level. 
3. This regular expression represents a node where any tree with a root whose labe! matches can adjoin; technically this is 
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19--A 

ｾ＠
19--B 19--C 19--E 

1 

19--D 

Figure 4: ｍ･ｴ｡ｾｬ･ｶ･ｬ＠ derivation for (1) 
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single unit in Korean (although this is not the case here, we follow that general principle); and 19-E represents the 
correspondence betWeen the English PP in open terrain and the single Korean ,lt S!l" "'I °II "1. Under this meta-level 
grammar we have isop:iorphic meta-level derivation trees for English and Korean with structure as in Figure 4. 

Note that, as a next step, the obvious generalisation is to have a single parametrized tree pair in cases like 19-A 
and 19-E. From 19-A we will have the same structure for X are able to demonstrate Y, X are able to see Y, and so 
on, with a Korean correspondent for each choice of verb. From 19-E we will have the same structure for in open 
terrain, near Open terrain, and so on, with a corresponding Korean suffix for each choice ofpreposition. With the 
suffixes in Korean XTAG represented by features, the approach would be similar to that of Abeille, Schabes and 
Joshi ( 1990) for cases where the French and English share a feature-related attribute like number. 

For the example here it could be argued that perhaps to 'should' be in the same tree as demonstrate, and that 
in general there should not be separate elementary trees for function words. Frank (2001) argues for functional 
elements to be part of lexical elementary trees, and this is the principle used in building the large-scale French 
TAG grammar, although each has different ideas as to which trees functional. elements should be included in. 
However, part of the aim of translating with S-TAG is to use already existing grammars; there are not special 
separate grammars for translation that have matching choices about fünction word treatment And it is unlikely 
that all choices would match in any case, for example with determiners; which would be likely separate in English 
and French, but not in Korean. 4 ' 

2.2. Copula constructions 

Korean does not have an explicit copula; this gives rise divergences as in the sentence pair (2). 

(2) 61 ..,] ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ＢＧｬｴｾ＠ ｾ＠ ' % .... , ｾＧ＠ '-1 "'t • 
Iight-machinegun squad-leader-Top sergeant-Cop-Decl 

The light machinegun squad leader is a sergeant. 

This is not problematic because of the way in which TAG conventionally represents copular constructions, 
where the predication is the root of the derivation and the copula is adjoined in. Derivation trees are as in Figure 5. 

The feature of interest in this translation is the absence of Korean determiners, as mentioned in the previous 
example. The combined noun-determiner in English thus corresponds to only the noun in Korean; and there can 
be recursive intervening material (such as light, machinegun and squad between the and leader). Thus we again 
have an unbounded non-isomorphism, and we handle it with a meta-level grammar as in Figure 6. 

3. Discussion 

In our analysis of twenty sentence pair types (see Appendix) chosen to illustrate particular divergences not 
typically found between closely related languages, a TAG meta-Ievel grammar is basically adequate for describing 
the mapping between them, using the algorithm ofDras (1999). 

because the labels are really just features (Kasper et al„ 1995; Dras, Chiang and Schuler, 2002). Thus, slightly confusingly, 
there are three types of asterisk in a meta-level grarnrnar. Firstly, there is the asterisk !hat is part of the name of an XTAG or 
Lextract tree; this is indicated by a nonnal aterisk "'· Secondly, there is the asterisk to indicate a regular expression over these 
names; this is indicated by a hold asterisk *. Thirdly, there is the asterisk to indicate a footnode in a rneta-Jevel auxiliary tree; 
this is indicated by a subscripted asterisk •. AU three occur in, for exarnp Ie, the right projection of 19-E. 
4. In fact, the fact that F-TAG includes function words in Jexical trees and the XTAG English grammar does not suggests that 
a meta-level grammar may be useful there also. 
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ｾ＠ ﾷﾷｴｾｉ＠ '-]et (sS.NPs..NNC@) 

1 
ｾ＠ ｣ｍｾｴｾ＠ (sNP..NNC@) 

1 

.. ｾ＠ ,1 ｦＮｉＢｾ＠ (m..NNC@.NP*) 
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Sergeant (sS.NPs.NN@) 

leader ( sNP .NN@) a ( m..DT@.NP*) 

1 

squad (m.NN@.NP*) 

1 
machinegun(m.NN@..NP*) 

1 
light (m..JJ@..NP*) 

1 
the (m..DT@.NP*) 

Figure 5: Derivation trees for(2) 

05- A: 
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Figure 6: Meta-level grammar for (2) 
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05-C 

Figure 7: Meta-level derivation for.(2) 

) 
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The major exception is with some adverbial modifiers that can occur both sentence-initially and adjacent to 
VP without any semantic difference. Because TAG is fundamentally a constituent-based formalism, it is necessary 
to have two different trees for such modifiers (e.g., soon) depending on the location ofthe modifier (S-rooted and 
VP-rooted). Thus, in a sentence pair as in (3) in which now is VP-adjoined and "'I -5- ('now') is S-adjoined, it 
is not possible to build a reasonable TAG meta-level gramrnar. To see this examine the derivation trees given in 
Figure 8. Most nodes pair up straightforwardly ( on schedule pairing with ＢＢＧｉｉｾ＠ "'tt .x, with the Korean containing 
a suffix to parallel on); the exceptions are the nodes for now andproceeding, which would have tobe grouped 
together because of the different dominance relations ( -itJ !?J =tt .x. being immediately dominated by ｾＱ＠ ｾＱＱ＠ sq 2. , but 
there being the possibility of unbounded intervening material between proceeding and now). This grouping of 
proceeding and now would be fairly unprincipled, as now is a case of recursive material that does not belong in an 
elementary tree pair at the meta-Ievel. That is, a meta-level grammar is still fonnally adequate, but linguistically 
undesirable. 

(3) ""I ｾ＠ 2 ｾ＠ ｾ＠ • e '"I ..,t -itJ !?J "'tt .x. ｾ＠ ｾｴｴ＠ ｾ＠ 2 ｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-1 "'t 
now that attack preparations-Nom plan-as proceed-Pass-Auxconn be-Past-Decl 

The attack preparations are now proceeding on schedule. 

ｾ＠ !11.!9 _..,_ (sS...NPs_W@) 

e "'I -it ( sNP..NNC@) ｾｾ＠ cq ｾ＠ {m..NNC@_VP*) "'I -6- (m..NNC@..S*) ｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-1 "'t (m_VP* JJX@) 

1 
ｾ＠ °:!l (m....NNC@...NP* l 

1 
.:! (m....DAN@...NP*) 

proceeding (sS...NPs_VBG@} 

preparations(sNP..NNS@) on (I1LVP*_IN@...NPs) 

1 
a t tack (m..NN@...NP* ) ｾ＠

1 
the (m..DT@.NP*) schedule ( sNP ..NN@) now (m.RB@_VP*) 

1 

are (m..VBP@.VP*) 

Figure 8: Derivation trees for(3) 

However, no semantic difference will result if now were sentence-intial in the English, or if "'1 ｾ＠ ('now') were 
adjacent to the verb ｾＱ＠ in-si 2. ('proceed') in the Korean. This means that even ifthe Treebank translation does 
not allow a meta-level grammar, one is possible just by moving the modifier. From our initial exploration, then, a 
meta-level grammar appears to be a promising candidate for describing English-Korean translation. 

The next stage ofthe work is to build a prototype system and use a Lextract-like approach to extract a meta-
level grammar from the parallel Treebank. Lextract already provides us with elementary and derivation trees for 
Treebank pairs; the algorithm of Dras (1999) gives a systematic method for identifying paired substructures in 
derivation trees. Further, our prototype system will include a generation component (for Korean and/or English, 
depending on what the target language is) that generates derivation and derived trees from a given rneta-level 
derivation structure. 

A. Sample divergences 

#simple declaratives 
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(4) ＢＧｾ＠ ,t Ｍ］ｮＭ］ｮｾｾｾ＠ ＭｅｉＧｾ＠ ＢＧｴｾｾ＠ .!l .2 ﾰｴｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-1 "'t. 
1-Nom battalion-commander-to observation stuff-Acc report-Past-Decl 

1 reported my observations to the battalion commander. 

#declarative with object scrambling 

( 5) .2 ｾ＠ -2J .;f .2. '-t ｾ＠ ｾｉ＠ ｾ＠ "'1 i; Y ｾ＠ '-1 =t . 
their size-or designation-Top I-Top don't-know-Decl 

I don't know their sizes or designations. 

#attributive adjective 

( 6) .x .x .ei ｾ＠ "'H .!?f ｾ＠ ｾ＠ %!" -8 2. ｾ＠ .R. ± ,t ｾ＠ '-1 "'"t • 
road-Gen condition-Conj enemy situation be-important-Adnominal factor-Nom be-Decl 

Road conditions and the enemy situation are key factors. 

#predicative adjectlve · 

(7) c:n cn ｾ＠ "'I -2 ｾ＠ -21 ｾ＠ｾ＠ ｾ＠ "'H ｾ＠ 0 1 2 "'I 2. . 

battalion political office-Gen authority-Top very extensive-Decl 

The authority ofthe battalion political officer is very extensive. 

#copula sentence 

es) "JI ,, -EI' ｾ＠ ｾ＠ =n ｾ＠ ｾ＠ % "'t ｾＱ＠ ... 1 -=t . 
light-machinegun squad-leader-Top sergeant-Cop-Decl 

The light machinegun squad Ieader is a sergeant. 

#Korean passive morphology -+ English passive form 

(9) ｾ＠ cn ｾ＠ ｾＱ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ i 0 t ｾ＠ｾ Ｎ＠ '-1 =t . 
unit designation-Top nonnally code-in transmit-Pass-becl 

Unit designations are normally transmitted in code. 

#Korean passive morphology -+ English active form 

(10) ""I -5- .2 ｾ＠ ｾ＠ e „1 ,t ｾ＠ c:ni ｾ＠ ｾｴｴＮＡｃｊ＠ .2 ｾ＠ -e- '--1 c:t. 
now that attack preparations-Nom·plan-as proceed-Pass-Auxconn be-Decl 

The attack preparations are now proceeding on schedule. 

#Korean active form -+ English passive form 

(11) .::! '""1 '-1 ""t 9 °1 ｾｴ＠ .2 IQ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ °11 e ｾ＠ ""I 0 t ! 
so any more that propaganda-by-Top deceived don't 

So don't be deceived by that propaganda anymore! 

#lexical causative 

(12) i':' .S!. '""t ,t -2 ｾ＠ｾ＠ "t "I "'l "'I ｾ＠ et. 
snowstorm-Nom traffic-Acc paralysis-Cause-Past-Decl 

The snowstorm paralyzed the tra:ffic. 

#structural causative 

(13) -&cn ｾｊ＿Ｍｾｴｾ＠ %cn ｾｾｾ
Ｐ

Ｑ＠ J?-,1.!?f ＧＲＢｾ ｾ＠ ｾＮｸｾ＠

compay first-sergeant-Top company members-Nom weapons-Conj ammunition-Acc have 
ｾ＠ ... ] "'t. 
make-Decl 

213 

The company first sergeant ensures that the members ofthe company have the weapons and ammunition. 
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#structural causative 

(14) .'.:! "'"1 ｾ＠ cn c:n .!T!- „t c:qcn -s- .g. ｾ＠ tt-'1 ｾｴ＠ Ｇ［ＡＧｾ＠ .:.} * 0 t .r. ｾ＠ 0 t ｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-] ""t 
then battalion-HQ-Nom battalion supply-section-to ammunition-Acc transport-Caus do-Past-Decl 

Our battalion HQ then bad the ammunition brought in by the battalion's supply section. 

#yes-no question 

(15) .± c:n ｾｴ＠ ｾ＠ .2. ! "'tt .2. ...,t '"t J;!j ｾ＠ e ,t? 
platoon-leader-Gen call-sign-Nom changed-Past-Int 

Ras the call sign ofthe platoon leader been changed? 

#wh-question 

(16) ｾＱ＠ "'t '°1 ｾ＠ ｾ＠ -s- % ｾ＠ｾ＠ °1 ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾｴ＠ ..,] ｾ＠ ""t % 0 t e "'t? 
radio(wave) directional antenna-Top what radio-Ace use-Int 

What types ofradios is the inclined beam antenna used with? 

#relative clause 

(17) .'.:! ｾ＠ｾ＠ ｾ＠ S!J'.:.} ,t -''! % tt- ';H ｾ＠ ::! "'t. 
that radiotelephone operator-Nom use-Adnom book-Top big-Past-Decl 

The book that the radiotelephone operator used was big. 

#Korean morpheme -+ English word 

( 18) ｾ＠ ｾ＠ "'] ｾ＠ 4!- cn ..,t cn "'tt °1] '"tt ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠
0 1 ｾ＠ ..X. a. -;:t ""t ｾｴ＠ ｾ＠

artillery support unit-Nom battalion-To attach-Pass-when these-persons-also microwaves-net-Acc 

""t '* ';.!" ... 1 c:r. 
use-Decl 

When artillery support units are attached to the battalion, they would use the VHF network also. 

#Korean noun and light verb -+ English verb 

(19) * ｾｬ＠ ..,1 '-t .:.} ｾｬ＠ ..,1 e „t ｾ＠ e ｾｉ＠ ｾ＠
0 ij 0 t ';,!" '-1 er. 

transmitter-and receiver-Top occasionally cleaning-Acc do-Auxconn must-Decl 

One must clean the transmitters and receivers occasionally. 

#Korean complex verb -+ English verb and adverb 

(20) .'.:! ｾ＠ "'I "'1 tt- '1 ｾ＠ "I °1 :;;. ｾｬ＠ ""1 !?.. • 

that letter me-To handover-AuXconn give-lmp 

Please give me back the letter. 

#Korean complex verb -+ English verb and preposition 

(21) {:- ett ｾｴ＠ ｾ＠ .::! ｾ＠ ｾｴ＠ ｾ＠ .5!.] ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾｉ＠ ｾ＠ ｾＱ＠ ""'1] ｾ＠ °'! c:t ｾ＠ ｾ＠ -e '-1 er . 
squad-leader-Top that wounded-soldier-Gen eye-Acc carefully take-in look-Past-Decl 
Tue squad Ieader carefully looked into the eyes ofthe wounded soldier. 

#Korean complex noun phrase -+ English modal auxiliary verb construction 

(22) ｾ＠ ＢＢｴｾ＠ ｾ＠ 2 ｾ＠ ';1 ｾ＠ "'ijS!J'""I °114 % ｾ＠ 0 1 :t.li!.I ｾ＠ 4- ｾ＠ ｾ＠ '-1 et. 
tank-Plu-Top that ability-Acc operi-terrain-Loc fully show-Adnominal possibility be-Past-Decl 

Tanks are able to fully demonstrate their potential in open terrain. 

#Korean intransitive verb -+ English transitive 

(23) T- 54 ｾｈ＠ ｾ＠ e :J° ｾ＠ ｾｈ ｾ＠ '-f r:t. 
T-54 tank-Top smoke-emit-Past-Decl 

Tue T-54 tank emitted smoke. 
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